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Automate processes with RPA 
quickly, easily maintainable, without changing systems



Strategy Implementation Support

 � RPA Corporate 
Vision

 � Process Discovery 
& Evaluation

 � Optimization

 � Innovation

 � Bot design

 � Bot co-creation

 � Organic Growth (4-6w)

 � Business-IT integration

 � Customer Experience

 � Bot management

 � Bot support (AMS) 

 � Long-term IT strategy

 � Continuous 
Improvement

Holistic vision | Customer focus | Management

Best practices | Digital Innovation | Licensing

Are your employees still manually performing time-consuming, repetitive,  
and error-prone processes? Then it‘s time to automate those processes and  
free up valuable resources.

Low-code approach speeds  
implementation

The reason these processes are often still done  
manually is that there are too few experts with the 
appropriate IT skills to automate the multitude of 
individual processes. Robotic Process Automation 
(RPA) is the answer. Instead of translating business 
logic into code with complex programs and inter-
faces, RPA developers and users only need to map 
the process with software.

With RPA, you can automate processes quickly,  
efficiently, and without extensive programming skills. 
RPA bots mimic your employees‘ actions on the user 
interface, simulating actions in a variety of systems. 
This happens without any changes to the systems 
themselves, minimizing the risk of disruption to on-
going operations.

With RPA, you can save time and money, impro-
ve process stability, and minimize errors. RPA 
also enables you to achieve rapid response and 
24/7 turnaround times, and implement dynamic 
and flexible automation solutions. This leads to 
higher employee satisfaction and more effective 
operations overall.

All too often, organizations have processes that 
meet all the requirements for automated implemen-
tation: They are rule-based, have digitized data en-
try, and always follow the same pattern. Often, mul-
tiple systems or applications are involved, such as an 
SAP financial system, a Web-based system, and a 
Microsoft Office system such as Excel or PowerPoint.

Developing bots is just one step on your digital 
journey. Achieving sustainable value and long-
term growth requires a strategic RPA vision. 
We help you consider multiple dimensions for a 
successful RPA implementation-from strategy to 
implementation to evolution.

Key benefits of RPA



Understand RPA and realize the potential with the RPA Starter Package

If you want to learn more about RPA and explore its potential for your organiza-
tion, we recommend our RPA Starter Package. We are an international team that 
works with leading RPA vendors and can advise you on the right platform for you. 
With our RPA Starter Package, you can test RPA in an initial proof-of-concept pro-
cess and experience the benefits of automation. We offer our RPA Starter Package 
at a fixed price starting at €15,000*. SMARTsolution:

RPA Starter  
Package

*based on a max. 10 days for bot implementation.

How you benefit Here is what we do

We deliver these results: 

 � Understand the  impact and applications  
of RPA and the major RPA software vendors. 

 � Demonstrate the effectiveness of RPA and 
gain management buy-in with a  real-world 
use case  on your company‘s systems. 

 � You will have a clear picture of the  
next steps implementing RPA.

 � Potential benefits of selected business processes for RPA use.

 � Demo use case for an evaluated process to generate management buy-in and promote RPA within 
the organization. 

 � A roadmap of next steps for implementing RPA in your organization. 

Introductory workshop to 
provide a basic  

understanding of RPA 
(business & IT audience).

Joint evaluation of  
selected processes for  

suitability and potential  
for RPA.

Implementation of a demo 
use case for a selected 

process.

See our partners



Contact Germany

KATHRIN KRONBERG
kathrin.kronberg@abat.de

Contact North America

VICTA WEWERINKE 

victa.wewerinke@abat.de

Take advantage of RPA and automate your proces-
ses. Contact us now to learn more and make your 
business more effi cient.

The abat Group, founded in 1998, is 
an SAP service provider, innovative 
software developer and provider of 
complete solutions for software-
supported process optimization – 

primarily in the core industries of automotive and discrete manufacturing as well 
as in logistics processes and production control. With our six service areas, we 
give companies the freedom they need for new ideas, effi cient processes, and 
future-oriented solutions.

In the consulting service area, we advise and support you in all phases of an 
SAP project – from conception to implementation to operation of your SAP system. 
With abat manufacture, you receive digital, high-availability solutions for 
production control in the complex manufacturing industry. With abat transform
we offer you innovative and unique solutions that make you special: from AI to 
cloud to X-Reality. The PLM area offers comprehensive process consulting with 
the goal of achieving a continuous data fl ow across PLM, ERP and MES. Offerings 
from the protect area help customers secure information and maintain the 
confi dentiality, availability, and integrity of business relationships. Finally, our 
sustain experts advise on how sustainability and CSR reporting can be 
strategically and structurally anchored in the company.
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